
6 Powerful Quick Tips To 

Improve Your Barre Chords 

Faster Than Ever 
…By Dan Thorpe 

 

Below are 6 tips that will help you improve your barre 
chords faster than ever.  

You must use absolutely rock solid fundamental technique 
before you apply these tips.  

If not, it will be like you are learning to drive a Formula one car 
before you can even pull-off the driveway in an old Toyota! 

It will not end well! 

Follow the tips as outlined in my course The Ultimate Guide 
To Barre Chords and then use these tips.  

With a good foundation as learned in the course, these tips will 
be very useful and together, they will be your roadmap, 
steering wheel and accelerator on the journey of mastering 
barre chords! 
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1 - Use Muscle Memory To Your Benefit 

Here is a simple exercise you can do to speed up your finger’s 
ability to play barre chords.  

It is where you remove certain fingers at certain points off the 
fretboard while holding a barre chord shape. 

Choose a barre, let’s pick the E Major shape as seen below. 

 

 

 

Get in position for the chord and in the following order, release 
these finger(s) off the string(s), and then add them back into 
the precise position that the finger was last in.  

When you remove a finger, ensure that you keep it close to the 
fretboard, relaxed and free of tension. 

Use slow movements when adding and removing the fingers – 
aim for a tempo of 3 seconds off and on with the fingers.  

The slower you do this the better result you will have here. 
Slower creates more muscle memory. 



Remember to maintain the clarity of the chord and check this 
by picking and NOT strumming each string.  

 

While keeping the other fingers in place, remove and replace 
these fingers in the following order: 

 Pinkie 

 Pinkie and ring 

 Pinkie, ring, and middle 

 Pinkie and middle 

 Index 

 Index and middle 

 Index and ring 

 Index, middle and ring 

 Index, middle and pinkie 

 Release and replace all 

 

You can and should practice this for the four main barre chord 
shapes of E Major, E minor, A Major and A minor as shown 
at the end of this guide.  



2- Practice Open Chords With Your 2nd, 3rd 
And 4th Fingers 

One of the best ways to improve your finger independence is to 
practice by playing the open chords you know... 

BUT... 

Instead of playing them with fingers 1, 2, and 3 - swap your 
fingers around so that you now play them with fingers 2, 3, 
and 4. 

Try this exercise for the open chords of:  

C, D, E, G, A, AND Am, Dm, Em. 

This is a GREAT exercise that has multiple benefits such as 
strengthening your 2nd, 3rd and especially the often underused 
4th finger.  

It also gets your fingers playing familiar shapes in new ways 
which in turn helps to keep them nimble as well as improve 
their dexterity which will improve your barre chords. 

When you play barre chords you will need to use all 4 fingers a 
lot of the time.  

Keep practicing your open chords with only fingers 2, 3 and 4.  

It will massively help the transition from open chords to 
barre chords.  



3 - Master The Spider 

The spider is a wonderful exercise for increasing finger 
dexterity. Many students learn the spider quite early but don’t 
really use it as they don’t see the benefits of it.  

When learning barre chords it all makes more sense and 
becomes much more useful.  

Play the following pattern all the way through once per day at 
the start of your barre chord practice routine. 

 

 

 

If it’s too difficult, start the same pattern at a higher fret and 
work your way down.  

Once it gets easy, increases the gaps, so instead of playing fret  

1, 2, 3, 4,  

Try  



1, 2, 3, 5  

Or  

1, 3, 4, 5.  

 

Experiment and make sure you keep the previous finger 
on the fretboard when adding a new finger on.  

This is how you get the stretch that makes the spider all 
worthwhile for our barre chords. 

Remember, start the pattern as high up on the fretboard as you 
need to (e.g. fret 8). 

  



4 - Practice Power Chords First 

Barre chords are an extension of power chords or put correctly 
power chords are shortened versions of a barre chord.  

Look at the diagram of an E Major barre chord as shown 
below played at the first fret. 

 

Compare this to the next diagram below of the power chord 
version played at the same fret. 

Can you see the power chord is basically the barre chord 
minus the notes on the G, B and High E strings? 

 

 

 



You can think of power chords as a gateway to barre chords.  

When teaching students barre chords, getting them to play 
power chords first can make a difference if they are struggling 
as it helps them to keep the shape and separation 
between the index and ring fingers.  



5 - Alternate Between Placing Barre Finger 
On First And Last 

Most guitarists start by placing the barre finger down first and 
then the auxiliary fingers.  Remember, the auxiliary fingers are 
your non-barre playing fingers.  

You need to be able to alternate between these two methods 
of placing which finger(s) down first: 

 

Barre – Auxiliary 

Auxiliary – Barre 

 

I recommend you choose one of the four main shapes and 
practice both ways of placing the chord for each shape. 

 

 Start with the barre finger, and then add the auxiliary fingers.  

 Then, make a fist with this hand to ‘reset’ the fingers. 

 Next time, start with the auxiliary fingers and then the barre. 

 

Repeat this for 5 times on each chord ensuring you get in the 
ideal position each time! 

Always start with the ‘light barre’ and only add pressure when 
all your fingers are in place – pressure is the last thing you 
should add! 



6 - The Picking Arm Pull Method 

There is a method that I haven’t mentioned before, at least not 

in the The Ultimate Guide To Barre Chords. 

This is because, it is a method that uses power rather than 

technique, and as you know, I’m not a fan of that mentality. 

You are better off learning all about proper barre chord 

technique first but if you do need a little extra power, then this 

method will help… 

But… 

 

…if your basic barre chord technique is poor, this 

method is literally just a bandage and may prevent long 

term improvements to your barre chord playing – 

unless you use it in tandem with improving your barre 

playing. 

 

This method works by you: 

 Playing a barre chord 

 Pull back on the body of the guitar with your picking arm. 

 Doing this will pull the fretboard away from your body  

 So, pull it back with your fretting hand (while playing the 

barre of course). 
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These two forces help to create a stronger pull with the barre 

finger, more pressure and therefore more likeliness that the 

barre will ring clear. 

Just ensure that your technique is perfect too! 

  



The Four Main Barre Chord Shapes 

As a reference, here are four (with a variation for the A Major 
shape) of the main barre chord shapes you should be 
practicing… 
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